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Abstract. The correspondence between the imaginary 
time and real time thermal running coupling constant is 
discussed. The temperature d pendence is derived in pure 
QCD at one-loop order in a generalized momentum 
subtraction (MOM) renormalization scheme. 
I Introduction 
The extension of perturbative field theory methods to 
finite temperature problems has been developed following 
two frameworks [1, 2]. In the so-called imaginary time 
framework, energies are discretized as 
co= 2rrjT, (1) 
wherej is integer or half-integer for bosons and fermions, 
respectively, and an analytic continuation has to be 
applied before physical observables are obtained. In the 
real time formalism [2], one gets directly dynamical 
quantities but at the price of doubling the degrees of 
freedom by introducing host fields (thereafter denoted 
as 2-fields in contradistinction to physical external fields 
denoted as 1-fields). 
Green's functions are not simply related to one 
another in these two frameworks although results for 
physical observables should be identical. The simplest 
examples are self-energy and vertex Green's functions. 
They are of special interest for deriving the behaviour of 
the running coupling constant at large T. Recently, in 
the real time framework, we studied [3] the one-loop 
coupling constant, in pure QCD within a generalized 
momentum subtraction (MOM) renormalization scheme. 
This scheme, relevant for thermal dynamical processes 
in which an inherent energy scale is present, generalizes 
the MOM renormalization procedure [4] to finite T. 
Propagators and vertices are renormalized at space-like 
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momenta (at typical scale M) and at a given temperature. 
We find that the running coupling behaves at fixed M 
and large Tas 
g~ ( T) ~ T -3. (2) 
This result, independently confirmed by Nakkagawa 
et al. [5], extends (and partially corrects) the thermal 
renormalization group analysis for QCD initiated by 
Fujimoto et al. [6]. The strong T dependence is due to 
the occurrence of contributions involving high powers of 
statistical distributions in the one-loop vertex function 
and is at variance with the imaginary time results [7]. 
Indeed, in this last framework, at most one power 
of the gluon statistical distribution appears in the one- 
loop vertex, giving rise to an expected behaviour of 
g~(T) ~ T- 1, instead of (2). Is this formalism dependence 
of the coupling meaningful? 
In order to answer this question, it is necessary to 
study the link between the analytically continued 
imaginary time two- and three-point Green's functions 
and the real time Green's functions defined for 1- and 
2-fields. The special renormalization scheme studied 
in [3] is attached to the real time three-gluon vertex 
F~ ~ 1 (P, q, r). This is not a natural choice to make when 
comparing with the imaginary time vertex. Instead, one 
should consider the combination of real time vertices 
Fab c obtained through analytic continuation from the 
imaginary time vertex. 
In a recent study, Kobes [8] discusses the cor- 
respondence between the imaginary time and the real 
time formalisms (see also [9]). On the basis of causality 
arguments he advocates that the Green's functions of 
interest in the real time formalism are the retarded 
products of 1-fields. In the case of the 2~b 3 theory, he 
shows that for the self-energy function, the retarded 
product coincides for positive external energy with the 
continuation of the imaginary time self-energy function 
when using the retarded prescription. Actually, for the 
case of the vertex function, there are several available 
retarded products depending on the choice of the largest 
time external leg. 
We investigate here the Feynman prescription for the 
analytic ontinuation. It is uniquely defined whatever the 
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signs of the external energies and it coincides with the 
retarded prescription when continuing to positive xternal 
energy legs. 
We then derive the asymptotic behaviour of gZ(T) 
in the limit of large T, fixed M, and we find for pure 
QCD (in the Feynman gauge) the crucial feature that 
asymptotic freedom is lost. This raises the question of 
how to define an improved perturbation theory at large T. 
Let us now outline the content of the paper. In Sect. II, 
we first consider the boson self-energy in the case of 2q~ 3, 
showing in detail the analytic continuation and the 
relation between the imaginary time and the real time 
expressions. We then consider the three-boson vertex 
computation. In Sect. III, we turn to the QCD case and 
discuss the large T behaviour of the effective coupling 
constant. Section IV is the conclusion. 
II Self-energy and vertex in ;tr 3 field theory 
We study in detail the analytic ontinuation i order to 
see explicitly the correspondence b tween imaginary time 
and real time results. Let us first consider in the 24) 3 
model in D + 1 dimensions the boson self-energy diagram 
drawn in Fig. 1. In the imaginary time framework, with 
Feynman rules taken from [1], one gets 
+o0 
2(co . ,p )=-22T  2 IdDk~A(k)A(k--p), (3) 
j=_~ (21r) ~' 
where the bare propagator is
1 
A(k) = A(cok, k) - (4) 0) 2 k +k2 '  
and cok = 2uj T, together with cop = 2unT, and j, n integers. 
With lkl = E1 and IP - kl = E2, the frequency sum leads to 
s p) = ~-v = o (cop, p) 
~2 dDk ~'F 1 
2 (2u)D(L(cop + iE1) 2 + E22 
1 ]nB(E~)+(E1,_~E2)}. 
+ (cop - iE1) 2 + E 2 E l 
(5) 
The statistical distribution is n~(E 1) = (e ~ ' -  1)-1, with 
fl = 1/T. Going back to Minkowski space and real energy 
Po according to the Feynman prescription for the analytic 
continuation, cop = -i(po + iepo), yields 
~2 dnk 
2~(po, p) = 2 f  = o (po, p) + ~ ~ (2~)" 
{ I  1 
9 2 2 (Po - El)  - E 2 + ie sign [(Po - El )Po ] 
' 1 + (Po + El) 2 -- E~ + ie sign [(Po + EI)Po] 
ns(E1) } 
" - -  + (E 1~-)'E2) . (6) 
E1 
k 
Fig. 1. One-loop scalar self-energy diagram 
Using the identiy 
1 1 - 4- 2im~(x)O(~f), (7) 
x +_iesign(f) x + ie 
we get 
Y-'F(Po, P) = - r=o ZF (Po, P) 
d D+ lk ( / 1 
+ G_  + 
+ 2i7~6((p -- k)2)O[(ko - Po)Po]) 
+ nn(]Po - k0[)5(( p - k) 2) 
In order to make contact with real time, let us briefly 
recall the Feynman propagators, using the notation of 
[10]. The free scalar propagator is
iDab(p)=U(fl'P)(A~ ) d*(p)0 ) U(fl'p)' (9) 
where a, b = 1, 2, and 
i 
- - .  (10) d(p) = p2 + ie 
The matrix U is 
(cosh 0 sinh 00) (11) 
U(fl, p)=ksinhO cosh ' 
and 
1 
sinh2 0 = nB(IPo[)= ealpol_ 1' (12) 
is the Bose-Einstein statistical factor for the scalar field9 
The full propagator iDab has a similar form 
i/).b(p)= U(fl, p)(~l~ p) .~.O(p))U(fl, p), (13) 
which, together with the Schwinger-Dyson equations 
iDab = iDab d- ~ iDac(--i.~cd)iDAb, (14) 
c,d = 1 ,2  
leads to write the self-energy matrix Z under the form 
(-iXor(P) Ou  , _i.~,,,b(p)=U(fl, p)-i ~ (fl, p)-a i~,F* (p) / 
(15) 
where the complex function XF acts as the self-energy for 
the full scalar propagator 
Z](p) = i (16) 
p2 _ ZF + it" 
Let us recall [10] that X v is a physical quantity, as it 
determines the pole in the full propagator. In particular 
its imaginary part is related to the boson damping rate 
at finite T. In contradistinction Z~x in this respect is not 
a physically meaningful object. The relation between 2; v 
and the 27,b is 
ZF(po,p) = 2?~l(po,p) + e PlP~ (17) 
It is remarkable that 2? r is identical to "~r (see also Chapt. 
3 of [2]). For Po--> 0, 27 F coincides with the retarded 
product of the 1-fields 27 R given by [8], 
ZR (Po, P) = Z~ ~ (P0, P) + e-'p~ ,V~ 2 (Po, P)- (18) 
Contrary to Z~ and 2;~2, Z v involves only one power of 
the statistical distribution n B. In the zero-momentum 
limit, it is free of bZ(k 2) type singularities, as discussed 
in [11] for the massive case. 
Let us now turn to the case of the one-loop vertex 
(Fig. 2) which we write in imaginary time as 
j=+~ dDk 
f '=2 3T ~, j'(2n) D 
j=  --o0 
1 
"(0 2 + E21)((Ok + OP )2 + E2)((Ok --Oq )2 + e2) ,  (19) 
with Ok = 2njT, op = 2nnT, oq = 2hinT, j, n and m integers, 
and E 1 = Ikl, E2 = [k + p[, E 3 = I k - q]. As previously, we 
analytically continue this expression using the Feynman 
prescription: op--* - i (p  o + itpo ), Oq ~ - i(q o + itqo ). 
In view of our subsequent purpose, we than take the 
static limit of zero external energies (Po = q0 = 0). In this 
case the analytically continued expression (19) remains 
real, and we find, in terms of a principal value integral, 
d o+ 1 k 
Fv = F'T=~ + 23PS 
v (2n)D + 1 
2nb(k2)nn(lkol ) 
[(k + p)2 + it] [(k - q)2 + it] 
+ cyclic permutations in k, k + p, k - q t  
l d ~ ik + _- 23[~(2n)3  6(k2)6((k + p)2) 
2 ~(2n) "T, 
9 6((k - q)2)nB(lkol). (20) 
P 
p+q=r 
k...... / k-q 
Fig. 2. One-loop scalar vertex diagram 
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It is now an easy task to show that the above expression 
is identical (in the static limit) to the following com- 
bination of real time vertices, 
r(p,q,r)  = FXl , (p,q,r  ) + F ,z , (p ,q , r  )
+ F2, l (p ,q, r  ) + F221(p,q,r), (21) 
with the notation of Fig. 2. For Po = qo = ro = 0, a helpful 
intermediate step in going from (21) to (20) is to deduce 
the following formula 
d o+ 1 k 
r= r -   .(Ikot) 
d (2~)D+ 1 
9 [A(k)A(k + p)A(k - q) + (A~-~A*)], (22) 
using A(k) + A*(k) = 2n6(k2). 
Three remarks are in order: i) F coincides with the 
retarded product of 1-fields [8] (when choosing the leg 
with momentum r as the largest ime leg which with Po 
and qo > 0 is a consequence of the causal nature of the 
retarded product) taken in the static limit; ii) F involves 
3 present in /-'111; and only one power of n B instead of n B
iii) as for the self-energy there are no 62(k 2) or 63(k2) 
pathologies in the limit of external vanishing momenta 
[113. 
III Finite T renormalization 
and effective coupling in QCD 
We now consider the coupling constant gR in pure QCD 
renormalized at finite temperature. Since we concentrate 
on the gluonic sector only, we need the gluon field 
renormalization constant Z3 and the one for the three- 
gluon vertex, Z1, in order to calculate 
Z3/2 
(23) 
gR= Z1 g' 
in terms of the bare coupling g. For our purpose we focus 
on the one-loop expressions for the gluon self-energy and 
for the three-gluon vertex. The correspondence b tween 
the imaginary and real time frameworks as described in 
the previous chapter is readily extended to QCD, 
since obviously the tensor structures are factorized. 
As already discussed in the Introduction and des- 
cribed in [3] the renormalization is performed in the 
generalized momentum (MOM) subtraction scheme at 
finite T. The renormalization constant Z 1 is defined for 
the generalization to QCD of the vertex F(p, q, r) given 
by (21). Details are illustrated in Fig. 3, and the static 
space-like configuration P0 = q0 = ro = 0, p2 = qa = rE = 
--M 2 is considered. The renormalization constant Z 3 
renormalizes the transverse part of the gluon self-energy 
at P0 = 0, p2 = _ M 2. Throughout we apply the Feynman 
gauge. Since Re ~F and Re z~711 are the same (cf. (8) and 
(17)) the constant Z 3 may be taken from [6], 
g2N [4n2 ] 
Z3=Z T=0 (~)2~)2[_~a2-3Fo(a)-F2(a) +0(04),  (24) 
where N is the number of colours. The temperature 
dependence Tenters via a = tiM. However, ZI depends 
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* + i  +7 
Fig. 3. The thermal three-gluon vertex up to one-loop. The wavy 
(dotted) lines represent the gluon (ghost) 
on the formalism used, since F (21) and F 111 are different. 
We now obtain 
Zl _- Z lr=o (4n) 292N Lr- 23 Fo(a )+ ~Go(a ) - 56G2(a ) 
n ['h [" a ~ 32 h /' a "~'~] +~t lt,~j+3a~ 3tn /~) ) j+O(g4  ). (25) 
The functions Fo.2 and Go.2 are already introduced in 
[6]. The properties of the functions 
5 ~o x" -  1 dx 1 , (26) 
h,,(y) = F(~ ! ~ + y2 [exp xx/~ ~ _ 1] 
are studied in [1 2], in particular their high T expansion. 
After applying the same steps as described in [3, 5,6] 
with renormalization group equations at finite T we 
obtain the running gluon coupling constant as, 
( r) = ( To ) 
2N 2 
1 + ~)2  gR(To) [~g,uon(M/r) - ~Qgluon (M/To) ]  
(27) 
with 
2n 2 23 
~gluon(a = M/T) = a2 6 V~ 
3 
--2F2(a)-- Go(a)+ 16G2(a) 
%(h  (~33) T~5.232 (~33))  - -  1 + h3  9 
(28) 
From the high temperature expansion we find in the high 
Tregime (at fixed M), 
31n 2 51 
.O~juo . (a = fiM) = .~0 In a + const. (29) r~o 9 a 3 
It is convenient to define the thermal f/r-function [13], 
fir = T dg~ (T, M)/4n 2. (30) 
dT 
At one-loop order it becomes 
fir = -c (  T)\4 2 ] , (31) 
with c(7) = (N/2) rd.Qgtuon (M/T)/d T. 
Considering again the limit of large T, fixed M, the 
thermal coefficient in this generalized MOM scheme - 
behaves as, 
/ 3Dz 2 11 "~ 
c ( T )=Nt -~- (T /M)+ ~+ ... ). (32) 
We note that in this limit the thermal one-loop fir- 
function is positive, and no longer leads to asymptotic 
freedom. The same situation isencountered byLandsman 
[14], when discussing a manifestly gauge independent 
QCD coupling in the imaginary time framework. For 
comparison let us quote his result, 
/ 21rt 2 11 "~ 
c(T) = N t -  ~8-(T/M) + -6 + ... ). (33) 
Both coefficients differ from the real time result derived 
in [3],  i.e. 
25hEN 
c(T) ~ + - - (T /M)  3. (34) 
4 
IV Conclusion 
Based on the correspondence b tween the imaginary 
time and real gluon self-energy and three-gluon vertex 
expressions we calculate the renormalized QCD coupling 
constant at one-loop order in a generalized MOM sub- 
traction scheme at finite temperature. 
This investigation shows that choosing an appro- 
priate combination of three-gluon vertex functions at 
one-loop in the real time formalism allows to derive the 
same answer in both real and imaginary time frameworks. 
In this case, however, the asymptotic freedom property 
is lost, which indicates that this renormalization pres- 
cription is not adequate to improve the perturbative 
expansion at high temperature. 
The specific powers of (T/M) which are present in 
the large T behaviour ofgR (T) are due to the static modes 
[55], as it is transparent in the imaginary time formalism. 
It seems that these special powers are not correctly 
resummed in the thermal renormalization group ap- 
proach which we deal with in this paper. 
As previous observations ( ee also [16, 17]) already 
indicate there is in fact no unique way to define a 
temperature dependent coupling in thermal QCD. It 
remains to find reasonable prescriptions for physical 
quantities themselves in order to determine their high 
temperature b haviour. 
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